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Abstract—This paper investigates the issue of chaos-based
image encryption. A new one-dimensional piecewise chaotic map
based on the z-shaped fuzzy number is proposed and investigated,
exhibiting regions of constant chaos and high Lyapunov exponent
values. A pseudorandom bit generator based on the novel chaotic
map is designed and successfully passes the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) statistical tests. This PRBG is
applied to the problem of image encryption, introducing a new
image encryption scheme by using row and column permutation,
chaotic pixel shuffling, and the exclusive OR operation. To
demonstrate the robustness of this image encryption technique,
various tests, such as differential attack and correlation, entropy
and histogram analysis are performed.

Index Terms—Fuzzy Numbers, Chaos, Cryptography, Image
Encryption, Random Bit Generator

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, chaos-based cryptography undeniably has
started being a prominent member in the discipline of infor-
mation security, over classic encryption algorithms like DES,
AES, RSA [1], with wide-ranging applicability [2] [3].

The determinism, the dubious behaviour, the low computa-
tional cost of chaotic systems, renders chaos-based cryptogra-
phy a promising field. Therefore, chaotic systems provide an
excellent foundation for implementing a plethora of encryption
schemes. Furthermore, the design of new chaotic maps, such
as discrete maps of low dimension that display regions of
constant chaotic behavior [4] [5], is a key feature in this field.

Motivated by this, and the research approach of [6], a new
piecewise chaotic map [7] is proposed based on the z-shaped
fuzzy number [8]. The proposed map has one basic feature that
is not usually found on chaotic maps in conjunction with fuzzy
numbers (see the well-known tent map [9]), which makes it a
good candidate for cryptography-related applications. This is
the fact that this map has large areas of constant chaos with
high Lyapunov exponent values. Its bifurcation diagrams and
corresponding Lyapunov exponent diagrams are computed to
investigate this.

The proposed map is then used to build a pseudo-random
bit generator (PRBG) [10] [11]. The goal is to generate a
stream of bits that has properties similar to a random series.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
statistical test suite is used to validate the randomness of this
bitstream [12].

Next, the proposed PRBG is applied to the problem of image
encryption [13], which is based on the following three parts:

1) Initially, with the help of the proposed map a row and
column shuffling is performed to the original image, and
the shuffled image is partitioned to blocks [14].

2) Then, with the use of the proposed map a pixel shuffling
is conducted on each block, by adapting the map’s initial
conditions [15], which yields a new shuffled image.
After that, its pixels are converted into 8bits.

3) Lastly, the obtained sequence is combined with the
pseudo-random bit generator through the exclusive OR
operation to acquire the encrypted image.

This image encryption technique’s security is then evaluated
using tests such as entropy, correlation, and histogram analysis.

The outline of this work is as follows. The proposed chaotic
map and its dynamical behavior are presented in Section 2.
Section 3 depicts the proposed chaotic map-based pseudo-
random bit generator and its statistical tests. The application of
image encryption is outlined in Section 4. Section 5 contains
the conclusions as well as suggestions for future work.

II. THE PROPOSED CHAOTIC MAP

Consider the z-shaped fuzzy number given by,
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and let a = 0, then the proposed map is of the following form,
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xi =

{
f1(xi−1) , if xi−1 ≤ 0.5

f2(xi−1) , otherwise
(6)

where the parameters (η, z, b) ∈ R+ are used to control the
behavior of the system.

To investigate the system’s dynamical behavior, bifurcation
diagrams and their corresponding Lyapunov exponent dia-
grams are plotted with respect to parameters η, z, and b, with
initial condition set to x0 = 0.1.

The bifurcation diagrams with respect to parameters z, η are
depicted in Figs. 1(a), and 2(a). It can be seen that large regions
of constant chaos are present in both bifurcation diagrams.
Furthermore, the aforementioned behavior can be verified in
Figs. 1(b), and 2(b), which present the Lyapunov exponent
diagrams with respect to parameters z, and η, respectively.
The maximal Lyapunov exponents in these cases are 20.71,
and 18.32. Note that the same behavior, of constant chaos is
also present with respect to parameter b.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The bifurcation diagram, and (b) its corresponding Lyapunov
exponent diagram with respect to z, for η = 1005 and b = 2.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) The bifurcation diagram, and (b) its corresponding Lyapunov
exponent diagram with respect to η, for z = 990 and b = 2.

III. PSEUDO RANDOM BIT GENERATOR

The construction of a pseudo-random bit generator based
on the chaotic map (6) will be presented in this Section.

Consider x, v two sequences with initial conditions x0, v0
and length m of the map (6), and let the pairs (ηx, zx, bx)
and (ηx, zx, bx) be their corresponding parameters, then the
random bit generator takes the form [10],

pi = mod (1010xi, 1) (7)
qi = mod (1010vi, 1) (8)

pbiti =

{
1, if pi ≥ 0.5

0, otherwise
(9)

qbiti =

{
1, if qi ≥ 0.5

0, otherwise
(10)

biti = xor(pbitsi, qbitsi) (11)

with the resulting bitstream, B = {bit1, bit2, . . . , bitm}.

To assess the randomness of the suggested technique, a
set of 100 · 106 bits is generated and tested using the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS) tests. This package
contains a collection of 15 statistical tests, each of which
is used to validate the randomness of a bitstream. To be
considered successful, the computed P-value in each of the
tests must be greater than the significance level, which is set
by default at 0.01. If and only if all tests are successful, a
generator is considered random. Table I shows the results for
the parameters (ηx, zx, bx) = (1005, 990, 2) and (ηy, zy, by) =
(1008, 997, 8), as well as the initial conditions x0 = 0.111 and
v0 = 0.777, where it can be seen that the generator passes all
tests and can thus be used for encryption-related schemes.

TABLE I
NIST TEST RESULTS

No. Test Chi-square, P-value Rate
1 Frequency 0.883171 99/100
2 Block Frequency 0.115387 100/100
3 Cumulative Sums 0.162606 99/100
4 Runs 0.834308 100/100
5 Longest Run 0.026948 99/100
6 Rank 0.678686 100/100
7 Fast Fourier Transform 0.090936 100/100
8 NonOverlapping Template 0.023545 100/100
9 Overlapping Template 0.699313 98/100

10 Universal 0.798139 99/100
11 Approximate Entropy 0.383827 100/100
12 Random Excursions 0.262249 58/58
13 Random Excursions Variant 0.013569 58/58
14 Serial 0.834308 99/100
15 Linear Complexity 0.334538 100/100

IV. THE PROPOSED IMAGE-ENCRYPTION SCHEME

In this Section, the proposed pseudo-random bit generator
is applied to the problem of image encryption. In addition,
various statistical tests are run to assess the security of the
proposed image-encryption.

A. Encryption & Decryption Processes

The encryption consists of three parts, a row and columns
shuffling, a pixel shuffling on each block of a partition, and
an application of the PRBG followed by an exclusive OR
operation.
Step 1: Consider an n×m image source A and perform row
and column shuffling to it. To do that the n× n permutation
matrix L for the rows, and m × m permutation matrix R
for the columns, are constructed. Consider two maps q and
w of (6) with initial conditions q0 = mod (102H(A)−1, 1)
and w0 = mod (106H(A)−1, 1) of length n and m, and
control parameters (ηq, zq, bq) and (ηw, zw, bw) respectively,
where H(A) is the entropy of image A. Then, consider two
1×n and 1×m vectors L and R which the elements fall within
the integer interval [1, n] and [1,m], and the following rules
generate each element li = d mod (108qi, n)e and ri = d
mod (108wi,m)e respectively. Note, that d·e is the ceiling



operator. If an integer li = lj with i 6= j for i, j = 1, . . . , n
then, lj is removed until all positions in vector L are uniquely
defined. The same holds true for vector R. Then L gives the
permutation order for the rows and R gives the permutation
order for the columns. The permutation matrices L and R are
then obtained by L(i, l1) = 1, R(r1, i) = 1 and zeros else-
where. For example, if l1 = 100, meaning that L(1, l1) = 1,
then, by pre-multiplying L to A, the 100th row of A will
move to 1st row. Alternatively, if r1 = 10, i.e. R(r1, 1) = 1,
then, by post-multiplying R to A, the 10th column of A will
move to the 1st column. After, a pre-multiplication of L and
post-multiplication of R with A yields a permuted image
Ā = LAR. The Fig. 3(b) is an example of how Ā looks
like. The shuffled image Ā is then partitioned into c block
matrices Āi of dimensions ni × mi for i = 1, . . . , c, where
each ni ∈ [1, n] and mi ∈ [1,m]. For example, let c = 1024
and Āi be of dimensions ni×mi = 16×16 for all i = 1, . . . , c.
Step 2: Pixel shuffling is performed in each block matrix
Āi, i = 1, . . . , c separately. In order to do that, reshape
a block matrix in a 1 × nimi vector Vi, and consider a
sequence y of map (6) with control parameters (ηy, zy, by)
and initial conditions y0 = mod

((
9i

nimi
H(A) + ln i

)
, 1
)
.

Then, a 1×nimi vector Si of integers in the interval [1, nimi]
is produced by sij = d mod (108yj , nimi)e. Note, that no
two elements in Si can have the same value in the interval
[1, nimi]. Then, Si gives the permutation order of the vector
Vi, which yield a new vector Pi. Then, Pi is reshaped into an
ni ×mi matrix Ãi. This is repeated until all block matrices
have been shuffled, and a new permuted image Ã is obtained.
An example it can be seen in Fig. 3(c). The matrix Ã is
converted into a binary sequence B̃, where all the pixels of Ã
are transformed to 8 bit sequences.
Step 3: Then, the sequence B̃ is combined with a se-
quence B, of same dimensions, obtained by the PRBG, with
initial conditions x0 = mod (108H(A)−1, 1) and v0 =
mod (1010H(A)−1, 1), through an exclusive OR operation.
This combination yields C̃ = B̃ ⊕B. The binary sequence C̃
is converted into integer form and reshaped into n×m matrix,
and the final encrypted image C is procured, as in Fig. 3(d).

The encrypted image can be transmitted along with
the encryption key {x0, v0, y0, q0, w0, ηx, zx, bx, ηv, zv, bv,
ηy, zy, by, ηq, zq, bq, ηw, zw, bw}. The moment the receiver has
the encrypted image and the encryption key the decryption
can start by reversing the aforementioned stages. First, by
using the PRBG and solving B̃ = C̃ ⊕ B. Second, by
transforming the binary sequence B̃ in double form to obtain
Ã, computing H(Ã) = H(A), splitting Ã into c blocks of
ni×mi dimensions and reversing the shuffling in each block,
changing the initial condition y0 for each block according to
Step 2. This will yield Ā. Then, computing the permutation
matrices L and R and reversing the row and column shuffling
by pre and post multiplying with the inverse permutation
matrices as L−1ĀR−1 = A, which is equal to the original
image.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. (a) The Original Image, (b) the Image after row and column shuffling,
(c) the Image after adaptive shuffling on Fig.3 (b), and (d) the Encrypted
Image.

B. Security Analysis

In order to showcase the proposed design a 512 × 512
image A, depicted in Fig. 3(a), is considered. The initial
conditions are defined as in Steps 1, 2, and 3 and triplets
of parameters (ηq, zq, bq) = (1003, 994, 5), (ηw, zw, bw) =
(1010, 999, 7), (ηy, zy, by) = (1002, 993, 10), (ηx, zx, bx) =
(1005, 990, 2), (ηv, zv, bv) = (1008, 997, 8).

To evaluate the security of the encryption scheme, several
tests are performed in the encrypted image.
1) Histograms: The encrypted and original image histograms
are computed and shown in Fig. 4. In contrast to the original
image, the encrypted one exhibits uniformity.

Fig. 4. Histograms of the Encrypted Image and the Original Image.

2) Correlation Coefficient: The correlation coefficient for
neighboring characters in an encrypted image should be close
to zero, indicating that their values are uncorrelated, and is
calculated as in [6]. The diagonal correlation coefficient for
the original, after the 1st shuffling, after the 2nd shufflling, and
also for the encrypted image are 0.9639, −0.0033, −0.0012,
and 0.0001 respectively. When compared to the original, the
encrypted image has substantially lower correlation coeffi-
cients. As a result, the permutation and encryption of the image
allow for the reduction of correlation, which is the desired
result.
3) Information Entropy: A signal’s global information entropy
is a measure of its randomness and unpredictability. An
image’s information entropy is calculated as in [6]. Because
the image is encrypted with 28 characters, it is deduced
that the diffusion is good if the entropy is near or equal to
8. Computing the entropies for the original image, the 1st

shuffling, the 2nd shuffling, and the encrypted image to be
7.5937, 7.5937, 7.5937, and 7.9993 respectively. So, it is
observed that the entropies between the original image and



the shuffled is identical, because no encryption is taking place,
while the entropy of the encrypted image is closing to the
maximum value the entropy can have in this scenario.
4) Differential Attack Analysis: A minor change to the
original image in an encryption scheme should result in a
completely different encrypted. This makes the design resilient
to known plaintext attacks, in which an attacker encrypts
the same plaintext repeatedly, slightly changing it each time,
and examining changes in the encrypted image to expose
the encryption structure. The number of pixels change rate
(NPCR) and the unified average changing intensity (UACI)
are computed to determine the level of change between nearly
identical images. To accomplish this, two identical images
A1 and A2 are considered, with the second different from
the first by only one pixel. According to [16] the optimum
values are calculated to be 99.61% for the NPCR and 33.46%
for the UACI. Because in the proposed scheme the initial
conditions of the map (6) are plaintext dependent, a single
change in the image will result in a different permuted and
encrypted image. The corresponding encrypted images for the
A1 and A2 images are generated, and the NPCR and UACI are
computed to be 99.62 and 33.24 respectively [16]. Therefore,
it becomes clear that the encrypted image performs well on
both measures, as the outcomes are close to the ideal values.
5) Key Space & Sensitivity: Every encryption system
must be resistant to brute force attacks. As a result, the
key space must be greater than 2100 [17]. In this im-
age encryption scheme, six chaotic maps (6) are utilized,
with initial conditions x0, v0, y0, q0, w0 and control parame-
ters ηx, zx, bx, ηv, zv, bv, ηy, zy, by, ηq, zq, bq, ηw, zw, bw. Note,
that only the first y0 is included in the key space, the rest will
be computed by the receiver as the decryption of the image
is progressing. Then, the upper bound for the key space is
computed as 1020·16 = 10320 = (102)160 ≈ (27)160 = 21120,
which already is greater than the required minimum key space.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new one-dimensional piecewise chaotic map is introduced
in this work. This map demonstrates large regions of constant
chaos and high Lyapunov exponent values. Furthermore, a
PRBG on this map was presented, which was tested and passed
all NIST tests. After that, an image encryption system was
created. The system is built around a shuffling process that is
derived from the proposed chaotic map. This is followed by the
use of the PRBG and an XOR operation, which results in the
encrypted image. Finally, a variety of tests and measures were
used to demonstrate that the resulting encrypted image was
random and secure. Future extensions of this work will include
full analysis on the proposed map with Lyapunov exponent
diagrams with respect to two parameters and phase diagrams.
In addition, to robustify and generalize this encryption scheme
the partitioning in Step 1 and the dimensions of each block
will be chosen through a chaotic process. Furthermore, with
the advancement of multimedia applications, the use of 3D
objects is becoming increasingly popular, and its security has

become an immediate issue [18]. As such, extensions to this
work will also attempt to contribute in this direction.
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